It has recently been found that nonsymmorphic symmetries can bring many exotic band crossings. Here, based on symmetry analysis, we predict that materials with time-reversal symmetry in the space group of Pbca (No. 61) possess rich symmetry-enforced band crossings, including nodal surfaces, fourfold degenerate nodal lines and hourglass Dirac loops, which appear in triplets as ensured by the cyclic permutation symmetry. We take Pbca AgF 2 as an example in real systems and studied its band structures with ab initio calculations. Specifically, in the absence of spin-orbit coupling (SOC), besides the above-mentioned band degeneracies, this system features a nodal chain and a nodal armillary sphere penetrating the Brillouin zone (BZ). While with SOC, we find a new configuration of the hourglass Dirac loop/chain with the feature traversing the BZ, which originates from the splitting of a Dirac loop confined in the BZ. Furthermore, guided by the bulk-surface correspondence, we calculated the surface states to explore these bulk nodal phenomena. The evolution of these interesting nodal phenomena traversing the BZ under two specific uniaxial strains is also discussed. 
INTRODUCTION
Topological materials have attracted great interest both theoretically and experimentally [1] [2] [3] since the proposal of topological insulators (TIs) in 2005. 4 Generally speaking, topological materials can be classified into gapped phases, such as TIs and topological superconductors (TSCs), 1, 2 and gapless phases consisting of various topological semimetals (TSMs), such as Weyl semimetals (WSMs), Dirac semimetals(DSMs), [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] nodal-line semimetals (NLSMs), [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] and nodal surface semimetals (NSSMs), [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] etc. Symmetries play important roles in the classification of topological phases. One of the celebrated examples is the "periodic table" of noninteracting TIs and topological superconductors (TSCs) characterized by time-reversal symmetry (TRS), particle-hole symmetry, and chiral symmetry. 59, 60 Later, the notion of crystal symmetries has given rise to the discovery of topological crystalline insulators (TCIs). 59, [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] Quite recently, guided by group representation theory, researchers have shown that nonsymmorphic symmetries can bring many more fancy degeneracies in the band structures, say, unconventional new fermions beyond Dirac and Weyl fermions. 34, [66] [67] [68] [69] Depending on the dimension (n) of each band-crossing, there exist three types of nodes in TSMs, namely, nodal points with n = 0, nodal lines with n = 1 and nodal surfaces with n = 2, as schematically shown in Fig. 1 . Through bulk-surface correspondence, these bulk nodes can manifest themselves by the emergence of certain surface states, such as Fermi arcs in WSMs 5, 70 and drumhead surface states in NLSMs. 16, [44] [45] [46] Moreover, these TSMs can exhibit exotic transport phenomena, including negative magnetoresistance and chiral magnetic effect. [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] However, nodal features of the TSMs revealed in most previous works are confined within the BZ, while few cases with their nodes penetrating the BZ are reported. 50, 82 In this work, based on symmetry analysis, we propose that materials in the space group of Pbca possess rich nodal features as follows. Without SOC, there exist nodal surfaces and fourfold degenerate nodal lines surrounding all the boundary surfaces and edge ridges of the BZ, respectively. When SOC is taken into consideration, we predict that there is a nodal hourglass Dirac loop on each surface of the BZ. It should be emphasized that all of the above-mentioned nodal configurations are symmetryenforced and appear in triplets as a result of the cyclic permutation symmetry.
With both ab initio calculations and tight-binding analysis, we have taken the orthorhombic AgF 2 as a candidate material to justify the theoretical predictions. It is worth mentioning that besides the above-mentioned nodal features, something more interesting appears in this system. Firstly, without SOC, additional band crossings appear in the geometry of nodal chains and nodal "armillary" spheres penetrating the BZ. The nodal chain and the nodal armillary sphere can be characterized by the 2 Z 3 and the 2 Z 3 È 2 Z 3 indices, respectively, with each of the three integers in "Z 3 " depicting the number of times the nodal loop winds around the BZ along one of the three directions. Secondly, when SOC is taken into consideration, we find one of the closed three nodal hourglass Dirac loops in theory splits into two loops stretching across the BZ. Furthermore, both the two touch with a third closed hourglass Dirac loop, forming a novel hourglass Dirac chain traversing the BZ. In addition, the corresponding surface states are also presented to explore the intriguing topological phase and the corresponding physics. Finally, we give a short discussion on the robustness of these nodal geometries under two specific uniaxial strains. The coexistence of multiple exotic nodal configurations with and without SOC makes this system quite distinctive, which uncovers an unknown class of topological phases.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Nodal phenomena without SOC: symmetry-enforced nodal surfaces and fourfold nodal lines Space group Pbca contains three skew-axis, the inversion and three glide-mirror symmetries, as shown in Table 1 . The subscripts satisfy (α, β) = {(x, y); (y, z); (z, x)}, which present a cyclic permutation relation.
Without SOC, we will first demonstrate that all bands are doubly degenerate on the k α = π (α = x, y, z) planes, thus forming the socalled nodal surfaces, shown as the viridescent shadow planes in Fig. 2b . These nodal surfaces are found to be symmetry-enforced as follows. Define three new anti-unitary operators as
for both cases with and without SOC. It is evident that the plane k α = π are Θ α invariant, and analogous to the well-known Kramers degeneracy, Θ α can thus ensure the above three nodal surfaces encircling the whole BZ.
In addition, we will show that there exist three robust fourfold degenerate nodal lines along all the edge lines k α = k β = π with α, β = {x, y, z}. For example, we consider the S − R line with k x = k y = π, which is an invariant subspace ofM x;y andM Ã z T. Similar to the discussion in the X 3 SiTe 6 , 83 four orthogonal states labeled as fjμi;M z Ã Tjμi;M y jμi;M yMz Ã Tjμig 83 form a degenerate quartet for k points lying on the S − R line, thus protecting the fourfold band degeneracies. Furthermore, due to the cyclic permutation relation, there should also exist robust fourfold degenerate nodal lines along the other two edge lines U − R and T − R. Intriguingly, by taking the compactness of the BZ into account, the above-mentioned nodal lines actually form an exotic fourfold degenerate nodal net. An example: Pbca AgF 2 . Here, we take Pbca AgF 2 as an example to justify the above analysis, with the corresponding crystal structure and BZ shown in Fig. 2a, b , respectively.
From the first-principles calculation, Pbca AgF 2 has slightly higher energy (8 meV/Atom) than the P21/c AgF 2 phase, which indicates AgF 2 in the space group of Pbca may be a meta-stable phase. To check the thermal stability of Pbca AgF 2 , we have performed ab initio molecular dynamic simulations at ambient pressure and T = 600 K. As shown in Fig. 1b in the Supplementary Material, no structural collapse was observed after 10 ps (10,000 steps), which indicates the thermal stability of AgF 2 at elevated temperature. (More details are provided in the first section of the supplementary material.)
From the fat-band structures of the Pbca AgF 2 without SOC shown in Fig. 3 , we can find that bands along Z − T − Y − S − X − U and U − R are in good agreement with the nodal surfaces and fourfold nodal lines, respectively.
Glide-mirror-symmetry-protected nodal chain and nodal armillary sphere penetrating the BZ More interestingly, we can find two more unusual band crossings consist of F-p and Ag-d orbits along X − Γ − Z in the bands near the Fermi level. In fact, two-dimensional scannings of the band structures in the k x,y,z = 0 planes show that there exist a nodal ring and a nodal armillary sphere penetrating the BZ in this system. As shown in Fig. 4a , we find three nodal rings encircling Z − T/X − U/ X − S lines in the nattier blue/pink/green planes (k x,y,z = 0), respectively.
To obtain further insights of the above-mentioned nodal rings, we develop a two-band Hamiltonian in the bases of F-p and Ag-d orbits to depict the nodal rings locating on k z = 0 plane as an example. The general effective Hamiltonian can be written as
which satisfies
Here, the τ x , τ y and τ z are Pauli matrices, τ 0 is a 2 × 2 unit matrix. This system has both TRS and inversion symmetry (IS), which requires the component of τ y must be zero. 16 From the ab initio calculations, we find the mirror eigenvalues of the two bands on theM z invariant plane are opposite, i.e.,M z ¼ ± τ z . Thus, from Eq. 3, we find
which gives g x = Ak z and g z ðkÞ ¼ M À Bk It should be noted that this nodal ring still exists even when the glide-mirror symmetry is broken, as long as the combined symmetry of TRS and IS is preserved. However, the nodal ring is no longer distributed on the glide-mirror invariant planes but in the whole three-dimensional BZ, such as the CaP 3 family. 84 Furthermore, the nodal ring in the pink plane touches the one in the green plane at W and W′, which forms the nodal armillary sphere. Owing to the compactness of the BZ, we note that the above-mentioned nodal structures are topologically distinct from those usual ones restricted within the BZ, i.e., nodal rings encircling Z − T, X − S and X − U lines are in fact nodal chains consisting of two nodal lines touching at T, S, and U, respectively. Taking the compactness into consideration, the three-dimensional BZ is topologically equivalent to a three-dimensional torus T 3 . On one hand, closed loops in T 3 can be classified under its fundamental (one-dimensional) homotopy group π 1 ðT 3 Þ ¼ Z 3 . Each of the three integers here indicates the number of times the loop winds around the BZ along one of the three directions. Similar with both nodal loops in the nanostructured carbon allotropes 82 and CmCm K 3 P 4 , 50 in this system, the nodal chain lying in the k x = 0 plane belongs to the 2 × Z 3 = 2 × (010) class while the nodal armillary sphere belongs to the 2 × Z 3 ⊕ 2 × Z 3 = 2 × (001) ⊕ 2 × (100) class. The number "2" is based on the fact that both the nodal chain and armillary sphere are composed of two nodal loops related to each other by the TRS or the IS.
On the other hand, the novel nodal loops above-mentioned can be also understood from the {BS}, i.e., a set of numbers of each irreducible representation at the high-symmetryK points, though the conventional symmetry indicators [85] [86] [87] can not be defined for TSMs with the band crossings passing through high-symmetry points. For the nodal chain in the k α = 0 plane, n 
At last, following the analysis in the works, 88, 89 we emphasize that the inclusion of SOC will break the SU(2) symmetry and induce a full gap in k x = 0 plane. Nevertheless, since SOC-induced gap is very small (<8 meV) from first-principles calculations, Pbca AgF 2 still serves as a good candidate with intriguing band crossings in the form of nodal chain and nodal armillary sphere penetrating the BZ.
Nodal phenomena with SOC: fourfold degenerate nodal lines and hourglass Dirac loops When SOC is considered, the symmetry-enforced band crossings will be strongly modified due to the fact that the glide-mirror Fig. 3 Fat-band structures of Pbca AgF 2 without SOC, the right panel is the corresponding density of states near the Fermi level Fig. 4 The schematic figure of the nodal chain and nodal armillary sphere penetrating the Brillouin zone (BZ). a The nattier blue, orange, and green planes represent the k x = 0, k y = 0 and k z = 0 planes, respectively, while six purple-dashed arcs represent nodal lines lying in the k x,y,z = 0 planes. Take the periodicity of the BZ into consideration, then two arcs lying in k x = 0 plane and the other four lying in k y,z = 0 planes seem to be a nodal ring and a nodal armillary sphere penetrating the BZ respectively. The color maps in b-d show the direct gap between the two crossing band in the k x,y,z = 0 planes respectively from the first-principles calculations symmetries, the skew axis symmetries and TRS now operate also on the spin space.
Firstly, it is easy to show that k α = π∩k β = 0 lines with (α, β) = {x, y, z}, i.e., X − U, Y − S and Z − T, are three fourfold degenerate edge lines, similar with the analysis of hourglass Dirac chain states in ReO 2 90 (see the supplementary material for more details). In the following, we will focus on the high-symmetry line 
It means locally degenerate states related to each other by P Ã T symmetry have the sameM x eigenvalue and oppositeM z eigenvalues, i.e.,
Additionally, at the time-reversal-invariant momentum X(π, 0, 0), for the state |μ〉 with (g x , g z ) = (±i, ±1), its Kramers partner T|μ〉 must have eigenvalue (−g x , g z ). Similarly, at the S(π, π, 0) point, we have (g x , g z ) = (±1, ±1), hence the corresponding Kramers partner T|μ〉 have the same eigenvalue as |μ〉. Focus on the eigenvalue g x , the four states (can be chosen as |μ〉, T|μ〉, P|μ〉, PT|μ〉) formed in the degenerate quartet at X consists of two states with g x = i while the other two states with g x = −i. However, at S, the four states in the degenerate quartet all have the same g x (+1 or −1). Consequently, there must exist a switch of partners between two quartets along X − S, which forms an hourglass-type dispersion, as shown in Fig. 5a . Furthermore, we notice that the whole k x = π plane isM x invariant, which means g x is well defined in this plane. Thus, similar with the above-mentioned discussion, any path lying on the k x = π plane connecting X and S must feature an hourglass dispersion with fourfold degenerate crossings in between. The crossing points must trace out a closed Dirac loop on this plane, as shown in Fig. 5b .
In fact, it should be noted that not only X, but actually any point P on line X − U are fourfold degenerate states, namely, two with g x = + i and the other two with g x = −i. As a result, the hourglass spectrum is guaranteed to appear on any path connecting S to an arbitrary point on U − X.
According to the cyclic permutation relation, there exist two other hourglass spectra on the k y = π and k z = π planes, respectively. In a word, there exist three hourglass Dirac loops surrounding S/T/U point on the k x,y,z = π plane.
The first-principles calculations show that hourglass Dirac loops in the k x = π and k y = π planes are a little ambiguous, i.e., the radius of both the two loops surrounding S and T points are very small. We have also chosen the hourglass Dirac loop in the k x = π as an example, which can be clearly seen from the insets of Fig. 5c,  d . Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 5e , there exist two hourglass Dirac loops traversing the BZ in the k z = π plane. It can be classified as type-II hourglass Dirac loop with 2 × Z 3 = 2 × (100), which is different from the general Z 3 = (000) class. Similar with the nodal chain and nodal armillary sphere penetrating the BZ, the type-II hourglass Dirac loop in the k z = π plane can be also understood from the {BS}. We introduce a new index as
mod 2, and Z 2 = 0 gives the type-II hourglass Dirac loop for this half-filled system with the number of the electrons 132 = 8 × n + 4, while U represents the momentum infinitely Fig. 5 The formation mechanism of the hourglass Dirac loops locating in k x,y,z = π planes. a The schematic figure of hourglass dispersion along an arbitrary path on k x = π plane connecting S to any point (signed as P) on U-X. Labels in the figure representM x eigenvalue. We can find the fourfold-degenerate crossing due to partner switching between two quartets. b Such crossing traces out a Dirac loop (signed as a purple ellipse). From band structure along c S -X and d S -U on k x = π plane, we can find that Dirac loop on this plane is very small. e The color map shows the direct gap between the two crossing bands on the k z = π plane, which indicates two clear hourglass Dirac loops traversing the BZ on this plane D. Shao et al. close to U along the U − R line. More interestingly, as shown in Fig. 7a , the type-II hourglass Dirac loop touches another hourglass Dirac loop in the k y = π plane, leading to the formation of a novel hourglass Dirac chain traversing the BZ.
Surface states Exotic topological surface states serve as significant fingerprints to identify various topological phases. Based on the tight-binding model constructed with the maximally localised Wannier functions and surface Green function methods, [91] [92] [93] we have calculated the corresponding surface states and Fermi arcs of this system without SOC to identify these fancy nodal features. There is always one nodal chain in the two-dimensional projected BZ, no matter which direction is chosen to be orthogonal to the surface. Projected nodal points from the three-dimensional BZ may exhibit Fermi-arc surface states.
As shown in Fig. 6a , b, projected surface states along [010] and [001] directions reveal that the drumhead-like surface bands nestle inside the circles formed by bulk bands. As the blue and red closed loops show in Fig. 6a , there exist bright surface states connecting two projected nodal points located in the armillary sphere near the X point. While surface states along [001] direction consisting of two arcs along the X À Γ and X À S paths are much larger, as shown in Fig. 6b . On the other hand, Fermi arcs projected to [100] and [001] directions are found in Fig. 6c, d , respectively. Taking the compactness of the BZ into consideration, the Fermi arcs projected to [100] direction emitting from fourfold degenerate nodes at the arris of BZ near the Fermi level form a closed Fermi circle while the ones along [001] direction coincidently stay separately from the bulk Fermi surface at [001] surface, which are illustrated as bright dashed orange and blue curves in the Fermi surface in Fig. 6e , respectively.
From the above-mentioned, the hourglass Dirac loop in the k z = π plane splits into two loops traversing the BZ when SOC is considered. The corresponding surface states with SOC along [001] direction are also presented (the detail is shown in Fig. 3 of the supplementary text).
Evolution of the nodal phenomena under uniaxial strains As known to all, symmetries play key roles on the topological phase and topological phase transitions. It is interesting that uniaxial strain along x, y, and z directions will preserve all symmetries of this system. As a result, both symmetry-enforced nodal surface and fourfold degenerate nodal lines encircling the whole BZ without SOC are preserved under uniaxial strains. However, what is the fate of the nodal chain, nodal armillary sphere and hourglass Dirac chain penetrating the BZ under the uniaxial strain, respectively? Here, we have chosen two special uniaxial strains with fixed volume to explore the potential phase transition. We call the uniaxial strains as the tetragonal and cubic strains respectively, which modify the lattice parameters as Table 2 shows.
In the absence of SOC: nodal chain and nodal armillary sphere penetrating the BZ First-principles calculations indicate both strains will "push" the nodal chain in the k x = 0 plane to the edge, while "push" the nodal . Shao et al. armillary sphere to the center (the Γ point). Fortunately, the nodal chain and nodal armillary sphere penetrating the BZ are still preserved, which indicates they are very stable against the uniaxial strains.
In the presence of SOC: hourglass Dirac chains traversing the BZ It is obvious that both SOC and the band inversion play an important role on the formation of the novel hourglass Dirac loops/chain in this system. As shown in Fig. 7b , we find all the hourglass Dirac loops are preserved, and the only difference is that the small red hourglass Dirac loop on k y = π enlarges under the tetragonal uniaxial strain. Furthermore, under the cubic uniaxial strain, the red closed loop continues to enlarge and goes across the R point (i.e., traverses the BZ), then touches the blue closed loops. As a result, a new hourglass Dirac chain traversing the BZ appears while the old one disappears. At last, we have also performed calculations to discuss the evolvement of the hourglass Dirac chain with gradually increased SOC magnitude (25, 50, 75, 100%) , which indicates the magnitude of SOC only changes the size of the hourglass Dirac loop and chain, but the nodal feature traversing the BZ is preserved. More details are discussed in the supplementary material.
In conclusion, based on the symmetry analysis, we propose that systems with TRS in the space group of Pbca (No. 61) possess rich band-crossing features. Without SOC, there exist three symmetryenforced nodal surfaces and fourfold degenerate nodal lines surrounding all the surfaces and the edge ridges of the BZ, respectively. When SOC is taken into consideration, there must exist a hourglass Dirac loop on each surface of the BZ. It should be noted that all of the above-mentioned nodal phenomena appear in triplet as a result of the cyclic permutation of the symmetries in these systems. We have chosen AgF 2 as an example to justify the above-mentioned symmetry-enforced nodal phenomena making use of both first-principles calculations and tight-binding model analysis. Unprecedentedly, without SOC, we find additional nodal chain and nodal armillary sphere penetrating the BZ. Furthermore, when SOC is taken into consideration, we find the hourglass Dirac loops in the k z = π plane traverses the BZ and touch with the one in the k y = π plane, which forms a novel hourglass Dirac chain traversing the BZ. The novel surface states have also been presented to further support the analysis of bulk-band topology. At last, we show the evolution of all the novel nodal phenomena traversing the BZ under two specific uniaxial strains, which respect the Pbca symmetry. It should be emphasized that the rich nodal features make this system quite distinctive, which provides a significant platform to explore intriguing physics in topological materials.
METHODS
We performed first-principles calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT) using the full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave (FP-LAPW) method 94, 95 implemented in the WIEN2k 96 package. We use 13 × 9 × 11 k-mesh for the BZ sampling and −7 for the plane-wave cut-off parameter R MT K max for the calculation of the band structure, where the R MT is the minimum muffin-tin radius and K max is the plane-wave vector cutoff parameter. SOC is taken into consideration by a second-variation method 97 . The projected surface states are calculated using surface Green's function in the semi-infinite system implemented in the wannier90 code 94, 92 , the corresponding tightbinding models are constructed with the maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) method [98] [99] [100] .
DATA AVAILABILITY
The datasets used in this article are available from the corresponding author upon request. Fig. 7 The schematic figures represents the evolution of the hourglass Dirac chain penetrating the Brillouin zone (BZ) under uniaxial strain. The solid closed loops and dashed lines represent the hourglass Dirac loops confined and transverse the BZ in k x,y,z = π planes, respectively. a Without strain, the hourglass Dirac chain is composed of the red closed loop and the green dashed lines transverse the BZ. b The red closed loop enlarges under the tetragonal uniaxial strain. c Under the cubic uniaxial strain, the red closed loop continues to enlarge across the R point (i.e., traverse the BZ), then touches with the blue closed loops. As a result, a new hourglass Dirac chain appears while the old chain disappears
